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Executive Summary

No Child Left Behind (NCLB) implementation and results have stimulated vigorous debates about the benefits and harm of accountability policies. Despite robust criticisms, some form of accountability for publicly-funded education to safeguard school and teaching quality and equitable treatment of students is important for serving the public interest. The Race to the Top initiative and pending re-authorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) raise questions about alternative models of accountability that might be more effective in generating these valued outcomes.

The U.S. test-based accountability model holds schools and teachers accountable for student outcomes with little attention to school improvement processes. Many other countries enact more school-centered accountability efforts, such as school self-evaluation followed by inspection (SSE/I) to examine school quality, as in similar systems in England, Wales, Northern Ireland, and the Netherlands. SSE/I is a complex policy instrument with mixed consequences and many research questions still to be answered. Moreover, accountability models from other countries cannot be naively imported to the U.S. given the vital distinctions in sociopolitical contexts. That being said, a look at some of the purposes or principles behind SSE/I—especially its emphasis on quality improvement—can nevertheless inform efforts to redesign and improve the U.S. accountability model. The purpose of this brief is to take just such a look at this model.

Complexities of adapting an SSE/I model include questions about: appropriate purpose and scope; credentials of external inspectors; conceptions of and criteria for school quality; engagement of all stakeholders in design efforts; and adequate funding.

In relation to these concerns, we recommend that policymakers consider the following as starting points for incorporating SSE/I notions in the U.S. context:

1. Instead of sanctions-based inspections for making summative judgments about schools, employ external reviews that focus on providing guidance and support for school development and improvement. Proportionate reviews targeting struggling schools might provide external guidance and support where they are needed most, and they might also allow for the most efficient resource allocation.
2. Employ as external reviewers **qualified experts who meet a prescribed standard for qualifications and required experience**. Robust training should initially be compulsory and then required on an on-going basis.

3. Incorporate a **broad set of school quality criteria that goes beyond standardized test scores** to adequately represent other valued aspects of quality teaching and learning. In particular, we recommend teaching quality be defined in relationship to a specific set of criteria.

4. Include the perspectives of **multiple stakeholders** (administrators, teachers, students, parents, community leaders, and researchers) in design efforts, allowing all key stakeholder groups to participate directly.

5. **Recalibrate and revitalize existing state resources** (e.g., regional offices of education) to support external review initiatives.
School Self-evaluation and Inspection for Improving U.S. Schools?

Introduction

No Child Left Behind (NCLB) test-based accountability relies primarily on performance measurement (state high-stakes testing based on top-down educational standards) and sanctions to stimulate school improvement.¹ The NCLB 10-year experiment has resulted in small improvements in test scores, and even those may be inflated.² The evidence suggests that overall, U.S. students have not attained mastery in a variety of subject areas (in reading, for example), and the educational achievement gaps the law supposed to remedy persist across racial and socioeconomic groups.³

These achievement issues are also visible in comparisons of student achievement on international assessments such as Program for International Student Assessment (PISA). Although 2011 results from Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) are more promising,⁴ students in the U.S. perform at the average on reading and science and below average in math when compared to students from other countries.⁵ Of course, it is well known that the performance of students in the least well-supported schools may lower the average of students in well-funded schools—whose performance is often comparable with that of students from the highest ranked countries; still, the overall average performance of American students is widely perceived as unacceptably low.

In addition to NCLB’s failure to produce the promised substantive gains in achievement (as measured on standardized tests), the law has been criticized for: failing to provide information useful in improving teaching and learning; narrowing curriculum; and, disproportionately affecting the experience of students, teachers and schools in low-income areas.⁶ Race to the Top (RTTT) and NCLB waivers represent attempts to address some criticisms, but the law continues to rely heavily on testing and sanctions to drive educational reform. For example, RTTT requires teacher evaluation systems that weigh students’ test performance gains with other information to make judgments about teaching quality.⁷

Despite known problems in the current system, however, some form of accountability in the U.S. national educational system will likely remain.⁸ As long as education is publicly-funded and mandatory, citizens in this democratic society have a right to expect that schools will be held accountable for effectively serving public interests, including ensuring that they use public funds efficiently and appropriately.⁹ In addition, while no educational accountability policy instrument is robust enough to adequately address the opportunity gaps experienced by particular groups of students (e.g., low-income), efforts to safeguard equitable treatment of students—particularly, ensuring the quality of their education and
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that their schools are staffed by qualified professionals—serve a critical public interest.¹⁰ There is also growing interest in ensuring that schools are aligned with regional or national policies and standards. Thus, a question of interest to policymakers, practitioners, and researchers alike is: What model of accountability might be more effective than NCLB and other U.S. initiatives in contributing to improved teaching and learning?

Certainly many other national education systems employ some form of school accountability; in contrast to the U.S., other countries’ accountability models typically incorporate some kind of quality improvement system. One popular model thought to be useful in enabling school improvement is school self-evaluation and/or inspection (SSE/I).

**An SSE/I framework acknowledges the multi-dimensional nature of school quality.**

While the empirical relationship between SSE/I and school improvement is not well-established, according to Education at a Glance 2011, 29 countries require some form of school self-evaluation, inspection, or a combination of both as part of their educational accountability systems.¹¹

On the surface, SSE/I offers some attractive features when compared with test-based accountability. These include an emphasis on holding schools responsible for internal school processes and practices presumably under their control and leveraging more resources to enable schools to build capacity to improve student learning.¹² Such systems incorporate multiple measures (school indicators like graduation rates, test scores and direct observations of classroom teaching, for example) as well as perspectives of various stakeholders (parents and students, for example). Thus, an SSE/I framework acknowledges the multi-dimensional nature of school quality and addresses the many criticisms of NCLB test-based accountability that relies heavily on large-scale assessments.¹³ In counterpoint, some of the key criticisms of SSE/I include substantial financial and time costs and potential unintended consequences of high-pressure school inspections (such as stress on teachers and school leaders, time devoted to preparing for inspection that otherwise would have been devoted to core instructional goals and practices).¹⁴ There is also some concern about quality in the inspection process, including concerns about whether all inspector reports will be reliable, useful and fair.¹⁵ The extent to which SSE/I can be trusted to respect educators’ professional judgment and autonomy is also controversial.¹⁶

Even if such concerns were not in evidence, SSE/I from other countries could not be simply transferred to the U.S. because of crucial differences in sociopolitical contexts, including enormous differences in the public perception of teachers, in institutional arrangements, and in governance systems. All of that being said, however, a look at some of the purposes or principles behind SSE/I—especially its emphasis on quality improvement—can nevertheless inform efforts to redesign and improve the U.S. accountability model. The purpose of this brief is to take just such a look at this model.
We begin with an overview of SSE/I that includes definitions and a broad description of common implementation patterns. We then elaborate on the UK-style SSE/I approach (as seen in England, Wales, Northern Ireland, and the Netherlands), which has received substantial attention here in the U.S. In describing the theory of change underpinning the UK model, we draw on academic literature, policy documents, and other sources, adding information from in-situ observations and interviews conducted with educators in England. We also present the limited empirical evidence about the impact of this approach on educational outcomes available from studies conducted in England and the Netherlands. We conclude with questions and recommendations for policymakers to consider in their further efforts to improve U.S. educational accountability.

**Overview of School Self-evaluation and Inspection Policies and Practices**

While educational accountability requirements and the machinery of implementing accountability vary across nations, to date two approaches dominate the literature. Most can be classified as either high stakes test-based educational accountability (TBA) models (common in the U.S. and Latin America) or school self-evaluation and/or inspection (SSE/I) models (common in Europe and the Pacific Rim). Broadly speaking, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) describes school self-evaluation (SSE) as a systematic review of and reflection on “the quality of the instruction and education services provided and...school outcomes”; as the name suggests, personnel in a school complete the evaluation. School inspection (I) is defined as “a mandated, formal process of external evaluation with the aim of holding schools accountable.”

Actual practices of SSE/I vary considerably among countries in relation to a variety of characteristics, including, for example: a focus on SSE, or I, or both; the use of reports; and the criteria/standards employed. Seven of 29 OECD countries require only school inspections as part of their educational accountability system. Four countries rely on only SSE, and 18 countries report utilizing both SSE and I. Essentially, SSE/I approaches differ in how they balance tensions between “judgments about quality” (as when an inspector makes summative judgments about quality) and “development of quality” (as when an external reviewer makes recommendations for improvement). In England, for example, external inspectors make summative judgments, and final reports appear online as public information. In contrast, external inspections in Hong Kong are flexible and intended to be responsive to each school’s individual development needs and interests; reports are meant mostly to support school’s continuous improvement and are not publicly distributed. Further, while inspections or external reviews have usually involved all schools, lower-achieving schools are now becoming either the primary or sole focus of external reviews or inspections in approximately nine countries.

Historically, SSE/I processes are grounded in both school effectiveness and school improvement theories. School effectiveness research focuses on the characteristics of successful schools associated with improved student performance on standardized tests.
School improvement theories promote improved student learning through improvements in teaching and learning and conditions, (the quality of school leadership, for example). More recently, organizational learning—when defined as the capacity to develop, acquire, use, and reflect on knowledge to change organizational practices, routines, and outcomes—has strengthened and extended the SSE/I theoretical base.

In part because of this emphasis on informing improvement, the idea of SSE/I has captured some attention in the U.S. Scholars, educational leaders, policymakers and others from a variety of settings have proposed some kind of inspection system modeled after those in England, the Netherlands, and other nations as a replacement or supplement to U.S. educational accountability. For example, while noting that a variety of initiatives (like investment in early childhood education) are critical for addressing the nation’s inequality, a report by Broader Bolder Approach to Education (BBA), an offspring of the Economic Policy Institute (EPI), urged this kind of SSE/I initiative also be considered. The report was signed and endorsed by numerous leading educators and social and behavioral scientists. More recently, an Education Sector report proposed that the U.S. think about implementing inspections based on the English SSE/I model.

Other stakeholders have, not surprisingly, voiced concerns. For example, a National Education Policy Center review soundly criticized the Education Sector report for its advocacy orientation in addition to expressing concerns about costs to states. The report noted that further analysis and research would be needed to assess whether some form of SSE/I would be viable in the U.S. context.

We do not pretend to provide definitive answers to questions being raised about a potential SSE/I innovation in the U.S. Instead, we seek only to provide a look at those elements of the UK-style system that may prove useful in informing U.S. moves toward reform. To that end, in the next section we offer detail on that inspection system, which employs targeted inspections based on a school’s previous inspection outcomes and risk assessment (for example, findings related to students’ academic achievement over time, student safety, and teaching quality). Some kind of “proportional inspection” that concentrates on schools experiencing chronic issues with similar school problems, including safety and fragmented curriculum, might have promise for the U.S. system.

**UK-style School Self-evaluation and Inspection**

The UK-style SSE/I model, where external inspection follows self-evaluation (as practiced in England, Wales, Northern Ireland, and the Netherlands), is intended both to provide accountability and to foster quality improvement. Each country conducts the processes differently. For example, the agency responsible for inspection varies, as does frequency of inspections. And, while inspection reports are made publicly available across the UK, the extent and type of sanctions given for low-performing schools also differ somewhat. For example, only England has such sanctions as school closure or takeover for chronic low
performance. The Netherlands, which instituted a SSE/I system based in part on the UK system, is similar although there are important differences in the context of these countries. For example, the school inspectorate in the Netherlands is part of the Education Ministry, not an independent educational office.  

In spite of the distinctions, the core of what we call the UK-style SSE/I system are school self-evaluation and proportionate, risk-based external inspections. School self-evaluation, which all schools are expected to conduct, is seen as integral to the quality improvement process as well as the key basis for external inspections. The inspections are intended to evaluate the quality of self-evaluation, including ensuring that the self-evaluation processes are implemented properly and effectively.

Unlike the NCLB incentive mechanism, SSE/I expands quality improvement to incorporate processes and practices that emphasize diagnosis of barriers to improvement, such as unsafe school environment and lack of leadership, and of strategies aimed at improving educational outcomes (e.g., implementing a coherent curriculum, improved teaching). That is, schools are evaluated on how well they use their resources (human, student data, and financial resources, for example) to meet the needs of their particular students. SSE/I models assume that schools’ instructional and organizational capacities must increase before learning outcomes can improve.

The following segments provide detail on the core components.

**School Self-Evaluation**

All schools are expected to conduct their own self-evaluations and to prepare for external inspections in accordance with some common evaluation frameworks. School self-evaluation is intended to provide school personnel with an understanding of the school’s overall quality and key priorities for development, and thus, serve as a catalyst for ongoing self-reflection, learning and improvement. School self-evaluation is also used as the starting point for external inspection. That is, the inspection team assesses to what extent and in what ways they agree or disagree with the school’s self-evaluation. The inspection team’s recommendations and feedback are intended to help school personnel be sure they have appropriately diagnosed areas for improvement and take necessary actions.

**Inspection Framework**

In England, the Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills (Ofsted) has devised and published the framework guiding school self-evaluation. Independent from the UK government education department, Ofsted is responsible for inspecting all schools in England that are primarily state-funded. Currently, the four main areas of focus in the Ofsted framework 2012 include:
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• the achievement of pupils;
• the quality of teaching;
• the behavior and safety of pupils;
• and, the quality of school leadership and management.

Inspections also address the overall development of pupils, including their social development, and the extent to which the school is meeting the needs of its diverse student populations.  

When scrutinizing the achievement of pupils, inspectors consider a longitudinal view of large-scale test scores over the last three years for all students and for different student groups (students with special needs, for example). Likewise, in assessing teaching quality, inspectors use multiple criteria, including whether teachers demonstrate high levels of expertise and subject knowledge, and whether they use methodologies that facilitate learning and the overall pupil development; in addition, inspectors determine the extent to which teachers meet national “Teachers’ Standards.” These institutional arrangements are similar in other UK countries (except Scotland). The Dutch Inspectorate of Education has a similar inspection framework to standardize inspections and judgments of school quality.  

**Inspection Evidence and Process**

Schools are inspected every few years; after each inspection, schools receive an overall quality rating and oral and written feedback. In England, for instance, schools are inspected every 3-5 years, over a two-day period, on short notice (48 hours or less). In the Netherlands, schools are inspected at least once every four years, and inspection visits may be announced or unannounced. Low-performing schools are inspected more frequently in order to closely monitor their progress. Inspectors typically observe lessons, and they consider such areas as whether the lesson presented is challenging enough for all pupils, whether it is differentiated to meet individual needs, and whether pupils’ responses demonstrate meaningful learning. They also scrutinize whether teachers use appropriate methods (such as questioning, discussion, and assessment) to promote learning. Assessments of student behavior include observations in school common areas as well as in classrooms and also on a review of student behavior records.

Inspections also include discussions with pupils, parents, and staff, and case studies of individual pupils (low-achieving individuals, for example). Inspectors also examine the school’s own records and evaluations of the quality of teaching and learning. As appropriate, they may also provide oral feedback to teachers for further improvement. Students’ performance on standardized written exams—which are not multiple-choice in the UK—are critical, but not the only data used to judge school quality.
The range of evidence gathered during inspections along with test scores provide support for judgments made. The inspection report presents an overall assessment of the school’s effectiveness based on the four key inspection areas (pupil achievement, teaching quality, pupil behavior and safety, and leadership and management quality) using the following 4-point scale: 1 Outstanding, 2 Good, 3 Requires Improvement, and 4 Inadequate. Following the receipt of the inspection report issued within ten working days of the inspection, schools are expected to develop, revise, or both, their improvement plans and address the problem areas that have been identified during inspection. A school graded Requires Improvement or Inadequate will be monitored and a full return inspection will be conducted within 18-24 months. In particular, schools graded inadequate may either be issued a “Notice to Improve” or placed in “Special Measures.” And a school placed under “Special Measures” will receive its first monitoring inspection within three months of the initial inspection. Thus, school inspections are proportionate to the needs and character of each school.

In summary, SSE/I focuses on developing organizational structures (internal processes and practices) that steer how schools organize themselves to improve student learning. At the same time, schools are held accountable to important education stakeholders (government, students, parents, and the community at large). Unlike test-based accountability models that provide little guidance and support for school improvement, self-evaluation and external inspection processes are designed to facilitate schools’ improvement processes as well as to provide an “external or visitor’s eye” for monitoring school quality in key areas. Thus, SSE/I could be beneficial for low-performing schools with limited instructional and organizational capacities.

What is the Impact of SSE/I?

Whether UK-style SSE/I is a “tool for supervision” or a “tool for school improvement and equity” is a hotly debated and much discussed topic in policy and academic circles and among the public at large. Self-evaluation does require schools to collect substantial data and engage in robust performance management employing data-based decision-making—but there is less attention to a school’s ability to actually engage in such self-assessments. And, schools often consider external inspections a means of central government control, rather than “a critical friend” that can meaningfully support and help them improve. Yet, a recent evaluation study of the Ofsted inspection found that the inspection process, where it was thorough, rigorous, and consistent, was generally perceived positively among teachers.

Although SSE/I is likely useful for quality assurance, empirical support for the processes is modest to date. Much of the available English-language literature is about either English (Ofsted) school inspections or the Netherlands approach. This brief draws on research from both countries to increase confidence that findings primarily based on Ofsted school inspections are not necessarily unique to the English setting. We conducted a selective literature review, focusing primarily on literature about English inspections since 2005,
when Ofsted implemented a “new” inspection system characterized by shorter inspection notice and fewer but clearer recommendations. A few pre-2005 studies are also included to explore the importance of new inspection characteristics as compared with previous types of SSE/I. In addition, we reviewed Dutch research conducted since the first Supervision Act was implemented in the Netherlands in 2003, outlining standardized frameworks, procedures, and protocols for implementing SSE/I. Our selective review process prioritized larger-scale, longer-term, or multi-method studies to gather more reliable and generalizable evidence about SSE/I.

The findings from our review are synthesized in three sections below. First, we summarize findings about educators’ actual experiences with self-evaluation and external inspection. Second, we report on the influence of SSE/I on internal school processes and practices. Finally, we describe the impact of SSE/I on student outcomes. U.S. policymakers might be most drawn to evidence about SSE/I’s impact on student learning as they evaluate the model’s potential for improving student outcomes. However, to determine the relationship of SSE/I to school quality and the particular mechanisms by which it might or might not contribute to desired outcomes, it is also important to examine how educators experience and perceive the process as well as its impact on school processes.

Educators’ Experiences with SSE/I

School self-inspection theoretically allows schools to exercise greater professional autonomy; similarly, inspections are intended to be supportive. Nevertheless, SSE/I has been critiqued for driving a culture of external control and school compliance—shifting the power of educational evaluation from teaching professionals to visiting inspectors. In addition, some researchers have raised concern about the potential stress that school personnel may experience as they anticipate and prepare for inspections. Others have theorized that excessive stress and pressure may generate negative side effects, including and window dressing behaviors like intentionally leaving deep-rooted problems out of an SSE report. To reduce cost, unintended negative consequences, and time demands of the process, in 2005 Ofsted introduced changes as we noted above, including shorter inspection notice and clearer recommendations.

Despite criticisms, several large-scale studies have consistently documented that educators generally have positive experiences with Ofsted’s SSE/I process, even pre-2005. Around 90% of the 2800 principals and 900 teachers surveyed in 2003 reported satisfaction with Ofsted inspections. Approximately 80% of teachers considered the demand for documentation and information to be reasonable and 80% of principals indicated that benefits of inspection outweighed the costs. A 2006 independent evaluation of Ofsted inspections, using survey and interview data from a random sampling of schools stratified by school level, geographic region and inspection results, also showed that around 90% out of 134 school leaders were satisfied with the inspection process; that is, they found inspectors’ judgments accurate and fair and the reports helpful. Two-thirds of survey respondents agreed that the new inspection was less stressful than before, validating
Ofsted’s improvement efforts. A follow-up study was conducted three years after 2006 inspections that involved 96 interviews with school leaders, teachers, and teaching support staff and survey data from an additional 126 school leaders. Educators widely described ongoing efforts at their school to update their self-evaluation form even without further monitoring by inspectors. Furthermore, educators generally perceived self-evaluation as a valuable process for identifying school strengths and weaknesses, even if it was time-consuming.51

Still, experiences were not universally positive, revealing some complexity in the use of SSE/I to improve schools.52 McCrone et al.’s survey analysis (2006) showed a positive and statistically significant relationship (exact statistics not reported) between school leaders’ perceptions of feedback quality—fairness, completeness, and constructiveness—and their satisfaction.53 Fewer than a quarter of the 126 respondents in that survey (exact statistics were not reported) reported negative experiences, and qualitative case studies included in the study provided converging evidence. Teachers and teaching support staff who described their observation feedback as fair and extensive also expressed high overall satisfaction; those who described concern or disappointment with observation feedback expressed low overall satisfaction. Plowright (2007) theorized that school culture might influence teachers’ perceptions of SSE/I.54 That is, schools with a learning organization culture (for example, a school routinely using collaborative efforts to solve problems) might view SSE/I as a process for school development, not just for accountability. Ehren and Visscher conducted ten in-depth case studies in Dutch elementary schools to examine potential moderating effects of school and inspection characteristics.55 Their qualitative analysis found that inspection outcomes are influenced by a complex interaction between inspector style, perception of recommendations, and school capacity and readiness for change. Thus, while there is evidence that educators widely have positive experience with the SSE/I process, implementation quality may be an important factor in building an effective system.

**SSE/I’s Consequences on Internal School Processes and Practices**

SSE/I theory claims that improving school policies and practices is associated with improving student learning. Empirical studies dating back to the start of Ofsted inspections in the early 1990s consistently found that SSE/I contributed positively to improvements in such internal school processes and practices as instruction and assessment.56 In a 2009 study conducted three years post-inspection,57 over half of school leaders surveyed (n=126) reported that inspection recommendations from three years ago had continued to help their school in setting priorities and in directing their focus in school development. Around half reported that inspection had a positive impact on the quality of teaching at their school. One-quarter to one-third reported a positive impact on assessment and progress monitoring practices at their school, which in turn, improved teachers’ understanding of their students.
Earlier studies similarly found that a majority of principals and about half of teachers reported making at least some of the changes recommended by external inspection.\(^{58}\) Responses including doing more of something (core curricular work, for example) or less of something (teacher-directed work, for example).\(^{59}\) Although some changes were more superficial than others, analysis of inspection results found some converging evidence that schools were making changes that improved school quality and classroom instruction. Between 1994 and 2003, two-thirds of schools were judged to have improved and the proportion of observed lessons judged as unsatisfactory had decreased from one in five to one in twenty.\(^{60}\)

Although the consequences as described above are positive, empirical studies consistently found that SSE/I’s impact on school improvement is by no means transformative. According to a large-scale evaluation conducted by the National Foundation for Educational Research in England (an independent organization), a majority of educators reported that inspections generally did not highlight new areas of action for schools. On the other hand, SSE/I did contribute to supporting and improving processes and practices by validating school self-evaluation findings, helping the school to prioritize their actions, and leveraging support (e.g., funding) from local authorities.\(^{61}\)

SSE/I’s limitations are due in part to issues with the quality of inspections and local capacity for school improvement. In England and the Netherlands, studies found, in some cases, that feedback from inspectors was too superficial or vague to have an impact on teaching and learning, even after Ofsted made explicit efforts to improve the quality of inspectors’ feedback.\(^{62}\) However, Ofsted acknowledges its impact may be limited. A Children, School and Families Committee Report says, “Ofsted has a duty to encourage improvement in schools...not necessarily an active role to play in school improvement...Ofsted has neither the time nor resources....”\(^{63}\) The responsibility for school improvement still rests primarily on schools and local governing bodies (equivalent of districts in U.S.), which may lack the resources, knowledge, and enabling factors to implement inspection recommendations.\(^{64}\)

**SSE/I’s Impact on Student Outcomes**

It is somewhat more difficult to measure the ultimate impact of SSE/I on student outcomes than it is to assess perceptions of educators and changes in school processes. Longitudinal trends in performance on the English national age-11 (KS2) tests and age-16 (GCSE) exams had shown improvement between 1997 and 2007. The percentage of age-11 students who achieved level 4 or higher in English, math, and science had increased by 15 to 19%, while the percentage of age-16 students with A* to C grades in 5 GCSE exams had increased from 45% to 61%.\(^{65}\) Not surprisingly, perhaps, given the difficulty of untangling SSE/I from other influences, results in the literature are mixed.

Some studies in the Netherlands and UK have found few effects on student achievement in the overall population.\(^{66}\) Other studies that used statistical methods to control for other
influences and to better estimate the effect of SSE/I on student performance were more promising.\textsuperscript{67} Most recently, Hussain analyzed performance trends of low-performing schools (in “Notice to Improve” or “Special Measures” categories) inspected between 2006 and 2009.\textsuperscript{68} He compared performance improvement for schools inspected at the start of the school year (with a year to act) with the performance of otherwise-similar schools inspected at the end of the year (with no time to act before the next test date). The effect of inspection on low-performing schools was statistically significant, accounting for 10% standard deviation of age-11 national standardized test performance in mathematics and English. Earlier studies had also documented SSE/I’s statistically-significant positive effect on lower-performing schools. In their analysis of lower-performing English schools, Shaw and co-authors calculated that Ofsted inspections resulted in 2\% to 4\% increases in students’ national exam scores.\textsuperscript{69} Luginbuhl, Webbink, and de Wolf similarly found that inspection in the Netherlands accounted for small test score increases (2\% to 3\%) that persisted for two to four years for lower-performing schools.\textsuperscript{70}

However, SSE/I’s potential impact of student outcomes seems likely to be dependent at least in part upon schools’ capacity for change and instructional improvement. There is modest empirical evidence in support of the relationship between the quality of internal processes and practices and improved student learning in lower-achieving schools, but SSE/I alone is unlikely to ensure improvement. In a study using a regression discontinuity design, Allen and Burgess found that two years after a failed inspection, there were small positive test score gains only for schools judged to have adequate leadership capacity.\textsuperscript{71}

**Summary**

Overall, findings about SSE/I efficacy are mixed in relation to its ability to support improvement in policies and practices critical to equity as well as its potential for improving student outcomes; it is also unclear exactly how SSE/I generates valued educational outcomes. There is evidence, for example, that SSE/I contributes to improving school processes and practices by validating school goals rather than by guiding school improvement efforts in new directions. The majority of schools reported that inspections facilitated collaboration amongst staff in completing their school self-evaluation, which was widely described as a productive process for planning and monitoring improvement efforts. Further, inspection reports provided stakeholders with useful information about a school’s quality in multiple areas, including not simply standardized test scores but also results of teaching observations and analyses of school safety. Although inspectors’ feedback varied in quality, school personnel generally agreed that inspection results
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provided helpful external validation about areas that needed improvement and served as leverage to obtain necessary resources.

That said, there is only modest evidence to date of SSE/I’s relatively greater impact on lower-performing schools in England and the Netherlands. Some initial evidence suggests that SSE/I has potential for influencing student outcomes improvement in lower-performing schools—but it’s not clear what mechanisms may be essential to leveraging such improvement. Inspection focuses on processes that are purported to influence student achievement, like teaching and leadership; however, clear links between improvements and specific processes have not been determined. Furthermore, construct validity critiques and other assessment issues are also relevant. Conceptualizing and developing adequate measures of complex constructs like student engagement, student achievement, and critical thinking continue to pose psychometric and practical challenges.

**Redesigning Accountability in the U.S.?**

Without a broader set of educational and social policy initiatives aimed at improving learning opportunities for student groups, neither test-based accountability nor school evaluation and inspection will generate substantial gains in student learning. Nonetheless, particular principles and practices underpinning SSE/I may provide useful possibilities as policymakers redesign school accountability in the U.S. SSE/I is a policy instrument designed to safeguard quality assurance standards and the efficient use of resources. Under some circumstances, whether standards of quality—school safety, for example—are being met can be determined only when an inspection or external review team visits the school. In addition, the inspection report provides stakeholders a range of relevant information about school quality, including information about specific strengths and shortcomings that school personnel can use to improve the school’s performance. There are, however, some important issues and challenges involved in considering how SSE/I purposes and practices might be used in a U.S. quality improvement system. Below we briefly note a few potential issues.

- **Purpose and Scope.** Given the current, sanctions-based NCLB system, it seems prudent to adopt the notion of external review, rather than inspection, in considering UK-style school inspections for the U.S. context. Development-oriented, these risk-based, proportionate external reviews would focus on providing guidance and support for improving district and school quality to improve student learning.

- **External Reviewers/Inspectors.** In England, school inspectors are certified and regulated by Ofsted, either directly as Her Majesty’s Inspector (HMI) or through contractual arrangements. The qualifications and experience required and standards to meet are prescribed. Robust training is compulsory initially and required on an on-going basis. In the U.S., currently, there is no such equivalent institutional and administrative structure. A critical issue to be resolved is who
should conduct the reviews and what qualifications and training should be required.

- **Conceptualization and Assessment of School Quality.** It will be a challenge to develop accurate, reliable, fair, and instructionally useful measures of school quality for such complex factors as teaching quality. Constructs and their measurement can be defined too narrowly or broader than desired. When measurements are too narrow—as in total reliance on standardized test scores—they under-represent other valued aspects of quality teaching and learning, such as student engagement and critical thinking in content areas.

- **Process and Model Development.** One of the important features of SSE/I is the inclusion of administrators’, teachers’, students’ and parents’ perspectives in assessing school quality and developing improvement plans. It will be critical to incorporate the views of a variety of key education stakeholders, including teachers as well as administrators, on what external review or inspection might entail in the U.S.

- **Funding.** Most states are working with severely-constricted resources. With few new fiscal resources available, policymakers need to consider how existing state resources might be recalibrated and revitalized for such efforts. For example, the Illinois Regional Offices of Education (ROE) system, which already provides systematic support and services to its districts and schools, might be modified to enable an SSE/I accountability system. The same is true for the 42 states that have a regional delivery system similar to that of Illinois.

With other scholars and policymakers, we concur that devising and investigating richer and more robust accountability and improvement systems are important next steps. Specifically, if schools are being held accountable for improving teaching and student learning, policymakers at all levels of the educational system, regional and state levels as well as the national level, should also be expected to support the capacity required to produce improved teaching and learning. Research on student outcomes associated with new quality improvement strategies will be crucial.

We suggest that practitioners, policymakers, and researchers work in partnership to conduct research on improvement and accountability strategies that will most likely lead to improved student learning in the U.S. Given the important sociopolitical differences among countries, efforts to develop some version of SSE/I for U.S. schools should utilize the underlying principles and purposes, rather than any particular practices of actual systems from other countries.

**Recommendations**

In light of the above, we recommend that policymakers consider the following as starting points for incorporating SSE/I notions in the U.S. context:

http://nepc.colorado.edu/publication/school-self-evaluation
1. Instead of sanctions-based inspections for making summative judgments about schools, employ external reviews that focus on providing guidance and support for school development and improvement. Proportionate reviews targeting struggling schools might provide external guidance and support where they are needed most, and they might also allow for the most efficient resource allocation.

2. Employ as external reviewers qualified experts who meet a prescribed standard for qualifications and required experience. Robust training should initially be compulsory and then required on an ongoing basis.

3. Incorporate a broad set of school quality criteria that goes beyond standardized test scores to adequately represent other valued aspects of quality teaching and learning. In particular, we recommend teaching quality be defined in relationship to a specific set of criteria.

4. Include the perspectives of multiple stakeholders (administrators, teachers, students, parents, community leaders, and researchers) in design efforts, allowing all key stakeholder groups to participate directly.

5. Recalibrate and revitalize existing state resources (e.g., regional offices of education) to support external review initiatives.
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